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ABSTRACT: Most of the existing servers like File servers, Network attached storage systems and etc are 

Used for storing and accessing data in the networks. These servers are building over single server 

architecture that is centralized manner. “Data Security” is a key requirement for these servers. But these 

file servers are becoming a major threat as it is subjecting to hacking. This paper presents a technique 

where data can be secured in an efficient manner and can be used in many applications, in existing 

system there was no security for stored data in the server side, so there were chances that third party can 

easily identify the data and chance of modifying the data was more, This paper present a model for 

storing the data for longer duration and managing the data in distributed environments.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Ontology now a days has been brought in to the 

action by various agencies and medias in recent 

times following various attacks all round the world. 

It has been came to know  that these hackers, apart 

from using state of art communication 

advancements and media, are utilizing cryptography 

and in addition Ontology to aid themselves with 

their objectives. 

We all need privacy for the data stored in our 

system but since all our transactions takes place 

through a single server there were possibility of 

many attacks taking place across the world. So, 

there was no absolute protection guaranteed for 

stored data. So that hacker can easily identify the 

data and he can modify it, so we need to protect 

data from unauthorized access. This is achieved by 

using Ontology concept. In the Ontology concept, 

the data file is divided  

into number of parts and each data part is stored 

into several different sub-systems. So 

that hacker could not identify the data from 

different sub-systems, so we can avoid the 

modification or loss of data. 

The main objective of file servers is to store data 

files. File server is nothing but a computer which is 

connected to a network that are having a purpose of 

providing possible locations for different shared 

disk access i.e., document files, text files, image 

documents, films, information constructs thus with 

respect to, that can be associated to a computer 

network. A file server basically does not perform 

any calculations or it does not run any program on 

behalf of their clients. It is primarily designed for 

retrieving data where computations are heavier in 

particular workstations. 

File servers are generally used for offering some 

kind of securities to the system for accessing limits 

to the records to determined clients or particular 

gatherings. Document servers has basically got 

different security risks, since it is supporting the 

various transformation of unencrypted, text files 

which are clear or not modified over a network. 

These file servers are subjecting to the point of 

hacking. But Present security infrastructure in this 

type of servers is complex. 

So this paper presents a security enhancing 

technique that can be used for storing and retrieving 

the data efficiently in a distributed environment in a 

server side, it provides an architecture that has four 

sub servers that stays behind the scene stores the 

equally fragmented and encrypted part of data each. 

Here the main server which is visible to the users 

presents only the view and does not store data. 
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This paper presents a technique for storing the data 

efficiently in a distributed environment. So our 

objective is to propose a cryptographic 

infrastructure to protect server data, to provide a 

flexible architecture, to propose a technique that can 

be adopted in different distributed environments. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS  

Kelvin Curran of the school of figuring and wise 

frameworks at  university of Ulster analyzes how 

matrix registering is enhancing endeavor 

operations. Many large corporations such as Boeing 

and Pratt & amp, Whitney are currently using 

computational grids to enhance their operations. 

However future matrices will permit an association 

to exploit computational frameworks without 

having to develop a custom in-house solution. One 

case of an organization using the network is a 

centuries old financial publishing firm, Bowne & 

amp; co. Bowne launched a a humble generation 

lattice and therefore, the organization has cut in half 

processing time for key application that helps 

shared store clients meet monetary reporting 

controls. Boeing has utilized lattice grouping 

innovation to help in the aerodynamics analysis of 

their new set of rockets. 

In both the above mentioned scenario data sharing 

were always deployed in an antagonistic situation 

and defenseless against various security threats. 

Authentication, Security, reliability, privacy was a 

major concern in various fields. 

It is very difficult in an antagonistic situation and 

defenseless against various security multiple servers 

securely. Therefore we will try to overcome the 

above mentioned problems by using a combination 

of grid and ontological infrastructure in our 

proposed projects. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The present security infrastructure in file servers is 

complex. Thus, there is a requirement of an 

efficient, simple mechanism of security 

infrastructure for file server data. 

In present systems the data in file server are stored 

using the concept of single server which are 

subjecting to hacking in many environments. So 

“the main problem statement focus of the project 

work is to encrypt the file server data files, divide 

the data file into four equal fragments and store the 

each fragment in four sub servers instead of storing 

it in single server. In proposed system, only the 

server with the front-end services is directly 

engaged with the users while sub servers are stayed 

behind the scene. Hence it is possible to directly 

strengthen the existing server architectures.   

 

IV. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 

In existing system, there was no security for the 

data that are stored in the servers. So that the hacker 

can easily identify the data and he can modify it. So 

we need to protect data from unauthorized access. 

This is achieved by using Ontology concept. The 

security system mainly deals with securing file 

server data using cryptographic infrastructure and 

storing data in the four sub servers which runs 

behind the scene. The security system work should 

be compatible with the windows operating systems. 

The main objective of this paper is, 

 To design an efficient model for storing and 

managing the encryption of data in different 

distributed environments. 

 To propose a model that is applicable with 

current grid middleware’s.  

 Contributing to the society in proposing a 

practically implementable solution to overcome 

the problem of existing system by using grids 

and ontology. 

 Establish, at institute or university level, leading 

to one of the best projects at the 

institute/university level. 

 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Figure 1: Client- Server Ontology based system 

Architecture 
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The Architectural diagram as shown in the figure 

above consists of seven components such as User 

login Interface, Authentication server, main server, 

Sub server1,Sub server2, Sub server3,Sub server4. 

UI segment comprises of a login form that inputs 

username and password. Authentication server 

component authenticates the user. Main server 

component accepts the data file from the user, 

encrypts the data file, divides it into four equal 

parts and stores each part into sub servers. Sub 

server components stores each fragments.   

The repository services are provided by the model 

by using an IOS. The encrypted information objects 

required by various groups of the virtual 

organization are stored in the repository. IOS also 

helps in maintaining the relationships between the 

objects and the ontologies by using an encrypted 

object unique identifier (EOUID). 

 In addition ontologies are used for searching, 

filtering and indexing encrypted objects in an 

environment of virtual collections.  

 

Some of the firms who are in active in use of grids 

and ontologies are: 

Butterfly.net and IBM want to utilize the benefits 

of framework figuring consolidated with Blade 

Centers to enhance the path in which clients play 

arrange construct PC amusements with respect to 

play station 2 consoles. 

IIT Kanpur is conveying network processing 

equipment and programming from SUN India, for 

its PC focus. The establishment will make it the 

largest AMD opteron HPTC education segment in 

India. These organizations utilized lattice 

registering adequately to accomplish extensive cost 

and efficiency points of interest. 

The efforts of Anna University, Madras Institute 

of Technologies (MIT), who joined forces with C-

DAC in creating grid technologies furthermore, 

applications, merit saying as they are moreover 

making grids interfaces available in Indian 

languages. Garuda India: The National Grid 

Computing Initiative – C-DAC has been 

supported by the information technology 

department (DIT), India to deploy the nationwide 

computational grid GARUDA. 

Apollo hospitals are using the concept of 

ontologies for storing the patient information. 

SBI, Axis, Hdfc and so on banks are using 

ontological infrastructure using IOS for storing 

details related to their banks. 

 

 
Figure 2:  Access control relation among various 

ontologies  

 

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Establishing communication session   

between clients with a main server by socket 

programming. 

2. Creating an efficient GUI for client. 

3. Encrypting the data file. 

4. Dividing the data file into four equal 

fragments.  

5. Having control of enability/ disability of 

server software functionalities. 

6. Sending each fragment to each sub server. 

7. Retrieving each fragment from the sub 

servers. 

8. Decrypt the data file and display to user. 

VII. RESULTS 

Data’s are initially encrypted and were stored in 

IOS. Data’s that were not unencrypted were also 

stored in an IOS to indicate the differences between 

encrypted and unencrypted data’s in an object. The 

possibility of retrieving the data efficiently in the 

client and server sides is efficiently measured.   

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

One of the main security threats is the ability of 

malicious software or attackers to steal important or 

confidential information from the servers. The 

security system work highlights about the noble 

intentions of the security manager of any 
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organization to implement an efficient and secured 

data storage architecture that includes cryptographic 

infrastructure. As seen in our paper, the Single 

Server architecture  are the one who are creating 

these security provisos in the corporate network, in 

this way posturing peril to the entire server data. 

This paper results for an application which can to 

be installed in single server architecture system. 

The system is designed in such a way that the server 

data is divided in to four fragments and each 

fragments are stored in sub servers which runs 

behind the scene. This paper is entirely designed 

with the help of Java. This paper has got the 

potential to secure server data by storing the server 

data in sub servers which runs in back end. Not 

only this, the security system work also aims to 

divide the server data into four fragments and 

encrypt. The encrypted data is stored in sub servers. 

In our system only the servers with the front-end 

services are directly engaged with the users while 

sub servers are stayed behind the scene. Hence it is 

possible to directly strengthen the existing server 

architectures.  
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